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Abstract: In this work, we focus on the SOPL approach (Service Oriented Product Line) which can be used in various domains where SOA based applications are needed such as e/m government, e-business, e-learning and so on. This approach is a combination of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and Software Product Line (SPL). Ensure secure services are vital in order to establish trust between users and service providers. In this context, we aim to propose guidelines for using Secure SOPL which process leads to produce secure service-oriented applications. In fact, with the diversity of the means that allow us to perform security activities, the use of Secure SOPL is difficult especially for developers whose lack experience in the security software, SPL and SOA fields which are the basis the Secure SOPL. Thus, we choose the Map formalism which is a decision-oriented model to formalize the two phases of our Secure SOPL.

1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, companies rely on distributed architectures and more specifically on the architecture based services namely SOA (Service Oriented Architecture). This type of architecture is a solution to problems of integration and interoperability within services. In addition, companies hope satisfying customers’ needs such as reducing cost, effort and time to market of software products. These advantages are offered by SOPL approach (Service Oriented Product Line) which is a combination of the key concepts of SOA and those of SPL (Software Product Line). SOPL enhance the systematic reuse of services but doesn’t offer solutions to security problems especially as we live in a connected and in an opened world. In (Achour et al., 2015) we have integrated security activities throughout SOPL development cycle. The underlying idea is that the improvement of software products must go through improving their development process (Finkelstein et al., 1994). This leads us to propose Secure SOPL: a development process that integrates security in the SOPL process and that aims to produce secured software products based on SOA. However, the variety of means (methods, tools, etc.) that allow to perform security activities (that we have introduced on Secure SOPL) and the immaturity of SOPL approach make it difficult to implement Secure SOPL. Also, the security activities appear as just listing the existing techniques and tools. All these reasons lead us to thought on formalizing the Secure SOPL based on a decision-oriented approach. Our proposal must help developers, specifically if they are non experimented in security and/or SOA and/or or PLE which are in the core of secure SPL. The help consists in the choice of the activity to proceed and in the choice of the mean to perform this activity. The Map (Rolland et al., 1999) process meta-model is a decision-oriented process and it seems to best fit our needs. In fact, the Map formalism permits to represent the different steps and activities of the Secure SOPL as intentions and the means (guidelines) to use to perform those as strategies. The Map aims at flexibility: it provides a view that does not impose activities to take up, but enhances what can be done (next) and how it can be done.

In this paper, we present in section 2 an overview of the Secure SOPL process. In section 3, we present the Map formalism and the Map relating to the realization of the two phases of Secure SOPL. Section 4 is reserved to give an overview of related works. Section 5 presents an illustrative example. Finally, section 6 summarizes our proposal and outlines our future work.
SECURE SOPL PROCESS

Service Oriented Product Line (SOPL) was introduced at the 11th edition of the International Conference SPLC (the 'Software Product Line Conference') in 2007. The SOPL approach is a combination of Software Product Line engineering and Service Oriented Architecture approach providing thus solutions to many common software problems as reuse and interoperability issues (Medeiros et al., 2009). It allows developing applications oriented SOA as Software Product Lines (SPL).

In order to add a security dimension to the SOPL approach, we have injected in (Achour et al., 2015) security activities on the SOPL process life cycle, mainly domain engineering (development for reuse) and application (development with reuse) phases (see Fig. 1), and proposed Secure SOPL. The Secure SOPL process begins with a domain engineering phase (Achour et al., 2015). This phase begins with a training and awareness step on which developers community for reuse are trained in security engineering basics. This will increase their awareness about the importance of the domain problems on which they operate (De Win et al., 2009), (Lipner, 2004), (McGraw et al., 2004), (Owasp Corporation et al., 2005). The developers use the feature model and the business process model as inputs (Berger et al., 2008), in order to produce during the domain analysis a list of components, services and composite services candidates for reuse. Also, to reinforce security, they identify the domain security requirements by several means, we quote: Abuse Case Diagram (McDermott et al., 1999) SQUARE method (Mead et al., 2005), RMF (Risk Management Framework) (McGraw et al., 2004) or standards such as the Common Criteria (Common Criteria - Part 1, 2,3, 2009).

During this step, developers mitigate security risks which consist on the synthesis and prioritization of risks (developers can use RMF (McGraw et al., 2004), STRIDE (Microsoft Corporation, 2015) or DREAD (Meier et al., 2003), etc) and the definition of the risk mitigation strategy (for example they can remove a feature, solve the problem, etc. (McGraw et al., 2004)).

We conclude this phase with the implementation of different components, services and services orchestration. The developers must respect a set of
practices (Howard, 2008) to improve the security code such as: choosing a programming language that offers more security (such J2EE (Krakowiak et al., 2006)), using security standards for service (for example using XML Encryption to provide confidentiality (Toms, 2009)), using code analysis tools (Security Innovation Corporation, 2004), etc. Also they must prepare documentation to the development community with reuse and they perform unitary tests for such components and services (we can use White-hat or Black-hat approaches (De Win et al., 2009)).

The application engineering phase (Achour et al., 2015) starts with training and awareness step on which developers community by reuse are trained in security engineering basics. Next, developers begin the application analysis step where they select components, services and services orchestration from the list identified in the domain engineering. The selection responds to the functionalities required by the developed application. For security needs, developers must select common security requirements and also common threats from the knowledge gained on the domain analysis and they must identify specific security requirements and specific threats which are not common for the applications of our line service and characterize the studied application. This step can be conducted by using the same means as those led on the domain analysis.

Then, the configuration and the specialization of selected components, services and composite services are performed in order to propose a specific architecture of the developed application. The threat modeling in the secure domain engineering phase is conducted for each component, services and services orchestration separately but here they are all integrated to form a specific application. So, the developers must conduct a global threat modeling approach. This can be done by STRIDE method (Microsoft Corporation, 2015).

Product construction concludes the application implantation step.

3 FORMALIZATION OF OUR SECURE SOPL

In this section, we start with the presentation of the Map formalism and we present the different formalization of Secure SOPL, Secure Domain Engineering and Secure Application Engineering according to this formalism.

3.1 Overview of Map Formalism

The Map (Rolland et al., 1999) process meta-model is classified in the category of processes of our interest. This is a directed graph in which the nodes are intentions and the arcs are strategies for ways to carry out the intentions.

Each Map has two special intentions, Start and Stop to start and stop respectively the process. Also, the Map is based on the section concept. A section is a triplet \(<I_i, I_j, S_{ij}>\) which is a way to accomplish the intention targeted \(I_j\) from the source intention \(I_i\) using the strategy \(S_{ij}\). The Map contains a finite number of paths each requires a different way to achieve a final goal. The progress in the Map is provided by different types of directives, it offers:

- Directive of Intention Realization (DIR): It can provide operational means to meet the target for the section. It can be of three types: simple, tactical (plan or choice) or strategic.
- Directive of Strategy Selection (DSS): It determines the strategies that connect two intentions and helps to choose the most appropriate one depending on the situation.
- Directive of Intention Selection (DIS): It determines the intentions that follow a given one and helps to select one of them.

The two last ones are always tactic.

3.2 Formalization of Secure SOPL

For synthesizing the most important and essential security activities for secure development process, we based our study on (De Win et al., 2009), (McGraw et al., 2004), (Essafi et al., 2014), (Owasp Corporation et al., 2005), and (Lipner, 2004), we summarize in table 1 the principle activities and techniques ensuring security on the different software development process phases.

Based on this table we tried to formalize the Secure SOPL. In fact, Fig. 2 illustrates Secure SOPL modelized with the Map formalism. In fact, we progress to the “Develop Secure line service” intention based on Secure Domain Engineering which represents the first phase. Also, we progress to the “Develop Secure application based SOA” intention based on Secure Application Engineering which is the second phase. These phases are represented by two DIR for fulfilling intentions cited above.
Table 1: Activities and techniques ensuring security through the different phases of the software development process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases of process development</th>
<th>Activities ensuring security</th>
<th>techniques</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training and awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Requirement engineering and Analysis | Identification of security requirements | -Abuse Case Diagram (McDermott et al., 1999)  
-RMFF (Risk Management Framework (McGraw et al., 2004))  
-Standards (such as Common Criteria (Common Criteria - Part 1, 23, 2009)), etc. |
| Design                        | Identification of threats   | -Bases of vulnerabilities (OSF, 2015)  
-STRIDE method (Microsoft Corporation, 2015), etc. |
| Implantation                  | Secure programming language | J2EE (Krackowiak et al., 2006)  
-using XML Encryption to provide confidentiality (Toms, 2009)  
-using code analysis tools (Security Innovation Corporation, 2004), etc. |
| Testing                       | Unitary tests               | -White-hat or -Black-hat approaches (De Win et al., 2009), etc. |

3.3 Formalization of Secure Domain Engineering

In this section we model the DIR that allows the development of a secure line. In fact, we represent on Fig. 3 all intentions that represent required steps and strategies to perform the first phase of our proposal.

We can view the intentions corresponding to the first phase of the classic SOPL: to form on security issues (relative to training and awareness), analyze domain, design domain and implement domain components and services (relative to domain implantation) and intentions corresponding to activities added to prevent security problems: identify domain security requirements, identify domain security threats, mitigate domain security risks and test developed components and services.

The DIR defines the way an intention could be released and could be simple, strategic or tactical. For example, “Using Feature Model” strategy, in <To form on security issue, Analyze domain, Using Feature Model > section, could be refined into: (a) “Using Feature Model”: Thus a <To form on security issue, Analyze domain, Using Feature Model > section which not requires the integration of non-functional attributes, and (b) “Using Extended Feature Model”: Thus a <To form on security issue, Analyze domain, Using Extended Feature Model > section which requires the integration of non-functional attributes.

The DIR (“Using Extended Feature Model”) mentioned above could be also refined. We notice that the construction of the extended feature model must integrate the non-functional attributes (Benavides, 2005) and the analysis of such models can be performed by Extend Flame tool (Achour et al., 2014).

3.4 Formalization of Secure Application Engineering

We refine on Fig. 4 the DIR that allows the development of a secure application based on SOA, which corresponds to the second phase of our Secure SOPL. We can view the intentions corresponding to the second phase of classic SOPL: to form on security issues (relative to training and awareness), analyze application, design application and implement secure application and intentions corresponding to activities added to prevent security problems: identify application security requirements, identify application security threats, mitigate application security risks and test application.
4 RELATED WORKS

Extensive work has been carried out on software security during the last few years, and there are several works that deal with security at the early stages of the development lifecycle, the same as Secure SOPL. We summarize some proposals particularly close in topic to ours and we explain their relation to our Secure SOPL.

SREP (Mellado et al., 2007) (Security Requirements Engineering Process) describes how to integrate security requirements into the software engineering process in a systematic and intuitive way.

In order to achieve this goal, the approach is based on the integration of the Common Criteria (CC) (ISO/IEC 15408) into the software lifecycle model.

However, SREP is only focused on the activities directly concerning security requirements elicitation and specification, while our proposal deals with all the lifecycle. Also our approach concerns the SOPL approach but SREP is applied to classical software development lifecycle.

SREPLine (Mellado et al., 2008), Security Requirements Engineering Process for software Product Lines (SREPPLine), which is a standard-based process that describes how to integrate security requirements into the software engineering process in a systematic and intuitive way, as well as
a simple integration with the rest of requirements and the different phases/processes of the SPL development lifecycle. Additionally, this process will facilitate the fulfillment of the IEEE 830:1998 standard. However, SREPLine is only focused on security requirements and it is applied to SPL, while our proposal deals with the two phases of SOPL approach.

S2D-ProM (Essafi et al., 2007), (Essafi et al., 2014) (Secure Software Development Process Model). This approach is a strategy oriented process model, with respect to the Map formalism, that allows to provide two level guidance: (a) a strategic guidance helping the developer to choose one among of existing techniques, methods, standards and best practices which are useful for producing secure software and (b) a tactical guidance on how to achieve his selection. However, S2D-ProM is applied to classical software development lifecycle, while Secure SOPL deals with SOPL approach.

5 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

In order to show the feasibility of our Secure SOPL, we choose to study a range of governmental services offered by the Tunisian Ministry of the interior and local development (PRF Tunisian National Project, "Projet de Recherche Fédéré", where we are one of the partners) as the demand of National Identity Card (CIN), Passport and Bulletin n°3 (which is an official paper to mention if the person has corruption or not). We proceed by instantiating the different Maps. Due to the space limitations, we are going to present only some steps of the instantiation of the Secure Domain Engineering Map presented by Fig. 3. In order to analyze our domain which is an intention of the cited Map (see Fig. 3), after the study of the business requirements of our service line, we modeled the feature model of the online administration.

This model is based on a hierarchy of composition of characteristics (functional, non functional or parameters) where some branches are mandatory, some are optional, and others are mutually exclusive (Kang et al., 1990). It can show us commonality and variability of services. To achieve the intention "Identify domain security requirements", we choose to model our security requirements with abuse case diagram.

To accomplish “Identify domain security threats” intention, we use the OSVDB (Open Source

![Figure 4: MAP for Secure Application Engineering.](image-url)
to determine threats related to security requirements mentioned on our abuse case diagram.

To carry out the intention “Mitigate Domain Security Risks” we choose DREAD method (Meier et al., 2003) to evaluate risks.

Finally, to perform “Design domain” intention, we modeled our reference architecture.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The principle aim of this work is to propose guidelines for developers using Secure SOPL (Achour et al., 2015). We are based on Map formalism which permits to orient the developer for using security methods, concepts, standards and frameworks (such as RMF, STRIDE and Common Criteria) all well suited for given situations and contexts. This work aims to ensure the development of a product (based on SOA) by taking advantages of three concepts contributions: a large-scalereuse system (product line engineering), service-oriented architecture and software security. We presented an illustrative example related to a range of governmental services offered by the Tunisian Ministry of the interior and local development to show the feasibility of our proposal. Our perspectives are first to provide a tool which supports Secure SOPL. Second, we would like to validate the proposed approach in different contexts such as e-commerce, e-learning, etc.
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